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WHY ANEXIO CLOUD SERVICES

Cloud Services

Every day, more and more businesses move to the cloud. Cloud
computing is fast becoming the new normal, and for good reason.
It offers the kind of flexibility that lets your enterprise be dynamic
and agile, and your employees collaborate from anywhere. It
provides backup and recovery options that save time and cuts out
hardware requirements that cost money. When you’re running in the
cloud, automatic software updates let you focus on growing your
company and enterprise-class technology is at your fingertips at a
fraction of the cost.
The question is how to get there. With ANEXIO, it’s easy.
ANEXIO first works with your company to help you understand
cloud computing and how your business could benefit from it.
Then we take a customized approach, promoting and supporting
services that bring value to your company and improve on what
you currently have.
With a smart look at what is working and what could be improved
for your unique company, ANEXIO creates a hybrid solution for you,
marrying cloud-based tools with ones you already own and use.
With ANEXIO, you’ll migrate to the cloud where it makes sense, and
because it makes sense. It’s a seamless solution that’s as flexible
as it is tailor-made.

“Our hybrid
approach to Cloud
Services makes
the most of your
existing, on-premise
technology while
enhancing it with
innovative cloudbased technologies
that deliver.”

CLOUD SERVICES INCLUDE:
•

Protection against Cyber
threats

•

Email protection, encryption
and continuity

•

Office 365 migration and
support

•

Hosting on dedicated
private servers

•

Complete data privacy

•

Meeting regulatory
compliance (HIPPA, PCI)
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Why ANEXIO Cloud Services?
Because Cloud Services like collaboration services, email marketing, accounting and customer relationship management
are hosted by the experts at ANEXIO, you’ll never have to worry about the management, maintenance or equipment
that keeps them running smoothly, so you can focus on running your business. ANEXIO’s Cloud Services will also help
your company meet its compliance goals, with features like the HIPAA-compliant email settings and credit card
security mechanisms.
With ANEXIO, you won’t just migrate to the cloud; you’ll be able to rely on our steadfast management once you’re there.
Our Cloud Services are a turnkey solution, from identifying opportunities to implementing new approaches and providing
continual training and support.
Let ANEXIO help your company make a smooth transition to more effective, efficient work products and tools.
Welcome to the cloud.

WHAT YOU CAN EXPECT FROM ANEXIO’S CLOUD SERVICES
Fixed rate support

With ANEXIO, you always know what you’re getting and why. Our fixed rate
support allows you to budget for your technology without surprises.

Efficient, cost-effective solutions Your technology should grow with you—and allow you to grow your business.
With elastic, flexible cloud-based computing, pay only for what you use.

Enhanced security

Using ANEXIO’s cloud services lets you offload responsibility for monitoring,
maintaining and securing your systems. Our vulnerability management software
lets us find potential weaknesses, and prevent them.

Reliable Office 365 business
class email

Cloud-based collaboration is smooth and dependable with Microsoft Office 365,
which boasts an availability rate greater than 99.9 percent.

Enterprise-grade backup and
recovery

ANEXIO backs up your data to a highly secure, off-site location so it’s never lost.
Our disaster recovery capability means your information and applications are
always available, even if your hardware is not.

Cloud managed, high
performance WiFi solutions

ANEXIO can deploy internal and guest networks in one location or 50, seamlessly
and uniformly managed from one central location in one transaction to provide
you with the greatest visibility and security.

Support from certified
technicians

Our experienced, certified team of technicians can help you migrate to the cloud
without a hitch, and stay problem-free once you’re there. ANEXIO’s dedicated
staff can solve problems quickly, without tying up your limited IT resources.
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